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Bidding has ended on this item.
Item: sex.sex US trademark ready 4 .sex top-level domain TLD

Sponsored links

Sex Play by Anne Hooper

Best Value: $17.98
at VitaDigest

Sex Over 50 by Joel D. Block

Best Value: $15.98
at VitaDigest

Dual Sex Muscular Figure

Best Value: $5,495.00
at Pro-Med Products

DUAL SEX MUSCULAR FIGURE

Best Value: $5,495.00
at ScripHessco

DUAL SEX MUSCULAR FIGURE

Best Value: $5,495.00
at Massage Warehouse

 

sex.sex US trademark ready 4 .sex top-level
domain TLD
www.sexdotsex.net domain included

Item condition: --

Ended: Apr 18, 2010 04:55:10 PDT

Bid history:

Starting bid: US $900.00

Shipping: FREE shipping  Other (see description)  | 
See all details
Estimated delivery time varies.

Returns:

 

Seller info
feagz ( 660 )  
96.2% Positive feedback

Ask a question

Save this seller

See other items

Other item info

Item number: 300415677634

Item location: London,
London, United
Kingdom

Ships to: Worldwide
See exclusions

Payments:

Share Print
Report item

Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.

Relisted for a lower price and if it doesn't sell this time I'm keeping as my own investment.

The Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) have indicated that new top level domain (TLD) extensions will be introduced. You can
read about this on the ICANN Website.

That means that large organisations will be bidding for these TLDs - the most popular and expensive will surely be .SEX.

For sale is the fully registered US trademark - sex.sex in Class 009 -Communication software for providing access to the Internet.

The sex.sex trademark is valuable because:

The bidding for the TLD .SEX won't just be about the highest price - it must also reflect existing trademarks and business names. We believe that
owning the sex.sex trademark will provide an advantage when ICANN make their decision.
If a bidder is successful in obtaining the TLD .SEX without ownership of sex.sex, they should be obliged to allow the sex.sex trademark holder to
register www.sex.sex on their system.
Registering a trademark is complicated, there are lenghty approval process and proof of usage issues.  

Imagine how much www.sex.sex would be worth? www.sex.com was sold for $12 million.

eBay will cover your purchase price plus original shipping.
Learn more
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Shown in the picture is the certificate from the United States Patent and Trademark Office. You can also search and view the trademark details on the US
Trademark website.

Also included in this auction is the domain name www.sexdotsex.net which is a valuable asset just by itself. 

On completion of the auction, I will advise the US Trademark office to transfer the sex.sex trademark into the name specified by the auction winner. The
domain www.sexdotsex.net can also be transferred to a hosting service specified by the auction winner.
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